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Seeking Justice, Rescuing the Enslaved 

Recommendations for a National Strategy to Combat Human Trafficking 

Introduction 
 

In 2004, the Vancouver Police investigation of NG Wai Chi, Michael, a Canadian citizen, 
resulted in Canada’s first ever case of human trafficking charges being laid under the 
Immigration and Refugee Protection Act (IRPA). Two female Chinese nationals were 
deceptively recruited by NG from China with nonexistent employment opportunities, and 
then smuggled into Canada with fraudulent travel documents and a marriage of 
convenience. Upon arrival the two women, who were relatives and were recruited to 
come to Canada approximately one year apart, were forced to perform sex acts in a 
massage parlour owned by NG. In 2008, NG was sentenced to a 15 month jail term for 
falsifying immigration documents, human smuggling, procuring sexual intercourse and 
running a common bawdy house. NG was acquitted of the human trafficking charges. 
The Crown later appealed, and NG was sentenced to an additional 12 months in prison.1 
 

Canada‘s recognition of human trafficking as a reality within its own borders is still relatively 

young, with the first human trafficking conviction on record occurring in 2008. As reported in an April 

2009 Evangelical Fellowship of Canada (EFC) report on human trafficking, Canada has historically 

been a leader in responding to the injustices of slavery, dating as far back as 1793, when it was the first 

jurisdiction in the British Empire to limit slavery.2 Yet it is no longer possible to ignore the fact that the 

enslavement of women, men and children – though it may look somewhat different – continues today. 

Human trafficking has been touted as ‗modern day slavery,‘ and is a practice that is, unfortunately, alive 

and well right here in Canada, as well as in other countries around the world. And so, we find ourselves 

in a time where, once again, Canada is called upon to be a leader in its response, in order to ensure 

that victims of trafficking find freedom and experience justice.  

A central message of the Bible is for God‘s people to be compassionate, because God has 

been compassionate to them. In the Old Testament, this is evident in the call to care for the poor, the 

widow and the orphan. In the New Testament, Jesus calls his followers to love our neighbours as 

                                                 
1
 Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) Criminal Intelligence, Human Trafficking in Canada, (Report, produced in 

collaboration with the Human Trafficking National Coordination Centre)(2010), 15.  
2
 The Evangelical Fellowship of Canada (EFC), Human Trafficking: A Report on Modern Day Slavery in Canada, (April 2009), 4. 
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ourselves. Our belief that God has created all people in His image, and loves each person, compels us 

both to announce and to guard the fundamental dignity of each human being. We understand that all 

people should be treated as creatures with inherent worth, not as objects for another‘s use or 

gratification. We are also called to seek freedom for those who are held captive, to fight oppression and 

to ―do justice.‖ It is from this perspective that we engage on an issue that impacts our ―neighbours‖ who 

are victims of human trafficking and in need of defending, empowerment, protection and 

compassionate support to find health and freedom from their circumstances. 

This report aims to address the realities of human trafficking, create additional awareness of the 

occurrence of human trafficking in Canada and internationally, and from this framework, give 

recommendations to the Government of Canada for the development of a national strategy to combat 

human trafficking.  

Human Trafficking Definitions 
 
 There are varied definitions pertaining to human trafficking at both the international and national 

level. However, for clarity and consistency‘s sake, it is important to focus on definitions that are widely 

accepted and hold some position in law. As such, we have adopted the definition of human trafficking 

set out in the United Nations (UN) Palermo Protocol in 2000, which defines human trafficking in the 

following manner: 

―Trafficking in persons‖ shall mean the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or 
receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of 
abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the 
giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control 
over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, 
the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or 
services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs.3 
 

                                                 
3
 United Nations, Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, 

Supplementing the United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime, (2000), article 3. Retrieved from 
http://www.uncjin.org/Documents/Conventions/dcatoc/final_documents_2/convention_%20traff_eng.pdf (accessed July 
14, 2011) 

http://www.uncjin.org/Documents/Conventions/dcatoc/final_documents_2/convention_%20traff_eng.pdf
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The Palermo Protocol is in conjunction with the UN Convention Against Transnational Crime, 

which also includes the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air. Distinct from 

trafficking, the second UN Protocol defines the smuggling of migrants as ―the procurement, in order to 

obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit, of the illegal entry of a person into a 

State Party of which the person is not a national or a permanent resident.‖4 There has been some 

confusing of the two crimes in the media, but the key difference between smuggling and trafficking is 

that smuggling begins with the migrant‘s choice and ends once the migrant has illegally entered their 

desired destination and the smuggler has secured their fee. Human trafficking frequently begins with a 

form of coercion or deception and continues with the process of exploitation after the point of entry or 

moment of transport.  

Bill C-4, which is currently before Parliament, addresses the crime of human smuggling 

specifically, and provides for minimum sentencing for individuals charged with human smuggling, an 

offence deemed to have been committed when ―a person organizes the coming into Canada of another 

person and knows, or is reckless as to whether, the entry into Canada is or would be in contravention of 

the (Immigration and Refugee Protection) Act.‖5 However, as defined, this offence could be applied to 

individuals engaged in trafficking persons into Canada for use in forced labour or the sex trade, 

particularly in cases where the movement of the trafficked person is accomplished by an intermediate 

individual or criminal organization who profits from the sale or delivery of a trafficked individual to their 

exploiter. 

Human trafficking in its simplest form involves the movement or trafficking of a person – whether 

this is across national borders, across provincial lines or simply within a city or community - by some 

form of forced, coercive and illegal transaction that results in the exploitation of the trafficked person to 

                                                 
4
 United Nations, Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air, supplementing the United Nations 

Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, in “United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organize Crime 
and the Protocols Thereto”, (New York, 2004), page 54-55. 
5
 Bill C-4, An Act to amend the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, the Balanced Reform Act and the Marine 

Transportation Security Act. Printed as at First Reading, June 16, 2011. 
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the financial or material benefit of the individual who organized the transaction. Within this broad 

definition of human trafficking, this report will focus on two particular forms of exploitation to which 

individuals may fall victim; trafficking for forced labour and trafficking involving sexual exploitation. 

 Forced labour is defined by the International Labour Organization (ILO) as ―all work or service 

which is exacted from any person under the menace of any penalty and for which the said person has 

not offered himself voluntarily.‖6 There is always some element of fear or forced obligation that prevents 

an individual from fleeing whatever labour is being demanded of them. This definition would apply, for 

example, to women and children who have been trafficked for the purpose of forced domestic labour, 

such as housekeeping or working as a nanny. Forced labour is not ―sector specific,‖ meaning trafficking 

involving sexual exploitation for the purpose of prostitution, pornography and other illicit activities could 

also be classified as ―forced labour.‖ 

 There is no official definition of sexual exploitation in regard to human trafficking in international 

law; however there are sources of international law that do lay a framework for an applicable definition. 

Article 7(2) of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court defines the term enslavement as 

―the exercise of any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership over a person and includes 

the exercise of such power in the course of trafficking in persons, in particular women and children.‖7 

The aspect of ownership is a recurring theme for individuals who are trafficked for the purpose of 

sexual exploitation, including, but not limited to, exploitation in prostitution and pornography.  

  Canada has ratified the UN Palermo Protocol, thereby signalling agreement with the definition 

set forth by the UN.8 However, Canada lacks ―significant‖ legislation referencing human trafficking and 

its associated forms of exploitation.   Paragraphs 117 to 121 of the Immigration and Refugee Protection 

                                                 
6
 International Labour Organization (ILO), Convention No. 29 Forced Labour Convention, (1930). Retrieved from 

http://www.ilo.org/ilolex/english/convdisp1.htm (Accessed July 14, 2011). 
7
 United Nations, Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, U.N. Doc. A/CONF.183/9, (entered into force 2002), 

article 7(2). Retrieved from http://untreaty.un.org/cod/icc/statute/romefra.htm (accessed July 14, 2011). 
8
 http://www.publicsafety.gc.ca/prg/le/ht-tp-eng.aspx 

http://www.ilo.org/ilolex/english/convdisp1.htm
http://untreaty.un.org/cod/icc/statute/romefra.htm
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Act (IRPA) deal with ―Human Smuggling and Trafficking stating, ―[n]o person shall knowingly organize, 

induce, aid or abet the coming into Canada of one or more persons who are not in possession of a visa, 

passport or other document required by this Act…by means of abduction, fraud, deception or use or 

threat of force or coercion.‖ 9  Sections 279 to 286 of the Criminal Code make references to 

―Kidnapping, Trafficking in Persons, Hostage Taking, and Abduction‖ all of which can be vehicles used 

in the process of human trafficking.10 Unfortunately, the IRPA lacks a reference to exploitation in its 

definition of human trafficking, which is a key component of the definition of ―human trafficking‖ in 

international law. Therefore, despite ratification, the definition of human trafficking in Canada falls short 

of the world standard, as set by the UN Palermo Protocol.  

Human Trafficking Statistics 
  
 Global human trafficking statistics are difficult to obtain as many countries and organizations 

have only begun tracking information since the inception of the UN Palermo Protocol, or in some cases, 

since the introduction of their respective national legislation.11 The secrecy, lack of detection and 

understanding of, and illegality of human trafficking also make it extremely difficult to compile complete 

statistics, so it is most likely that information collected is subject to under- reporting. 

 According to a report done by the ILO in 2005, the first of its kind, approximately 12.3 million 

people around the world are subject to forced labour, with an estimated 2.5 million people exploited 

through human trafficking.12 The ILO reported that 43% of those trafficked into forced labour were 

                                                 
9
 Department of Justice, Immigrations and Refugee Protection Act (S.C. 2001, c. 27). Retrieved from http://laws-

lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/I-2.5/page-33.html#h-60 (accessed July 14, 2011). 
10

 Department of Justice, Criminal Code (R.S.C., 1985, c. C-46). Retrieved from http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-
46/page-126.html#h-84 (accessed July 14, 2011). 
11

 http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/arts/books/article1758620.ece  
12

 Report of the General Director of the ILO, A global alliance against forced labour, (International Labour Conference 93
rd

 
Session 2005), para 217. Retrieved from http://www.ilo.org/public/english/standards/relm/ilc/ilc93/pdf/rep-i-b.pdf 
(accessed July 14, 2011). 

http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/I-2.5/page-33.html#h-60
http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/I-2.5/page-33.html#h-60
http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-46/page-126.html#h-84
http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-46/page-126.html#h-84
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/arts/books/article1758620.ece
http://www.ilo.org/public/english/standards/relm/ilc/ilc93/pdf/rep-i-b.pdf
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subject to commercial sexual exploitation, 32% were subject to economic exploitation and 25% were 

exploited in some combination of both.13  

 Trafficking in persons is an immensely profitable illicit industry. The ILO estimates that the 

forced labour industry annually exploits a minimum of $30 billion from its victims -- not including sexual 

exploitation.14 The United States State Department‘s 2008 Trafficking in Persons Report illustrates the 

economic viability of the sex trade, exposing that ―[t]he money generated by sex trafficking alone is 

conservatively estimated at $7 billion per year, although Interpol has given a higher estimate of $19 

billion annually. In 2005, the ILO issued a report estimating profits from sex trafficking at $217.8 billion a 

year or $23,000 per victim.‖15 

 It is important to recognize that trafficking can occur within a country and across and outside its 

borders. It is estimated that approximately 800,000 people are trafficked across national borders 

annually; a majority of the victims being women trafficked for the purpose of sexual exploitation.16 This 

number does not include individuals who are trafficked within their own country, which is believed to 

number in the millions of people.17 

 Unfortunately, Canada is not immune to the scourge of human trafficking, even though Canada 

may fare better than other countries because of existing legislation; the relative openness of our free 

and democratic society; and our standard of living. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) have 

estimated that approximately 600-800 victims are trafficked into Canada each year, with another 1,500 

to 2,200 persons trafficked through Canada to the United States.18 Victims are primarily trafficked from 

Asian and Eastern European countries for the purpose of sexual exploitation, coming from countries 

                                                 
13

 Ibid at figure 1.4 on page 14. 
14

 Ibid at 46. 
15

 U.S Department of State: Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons, Trafficking in Persons Report 2008, 
(Washington D.C., USA)(June 2008),  36.   
16

 Ibid at 7. 
17

 Ibid. 
18

 Government of Canada, Department of Justice, Victims of Trafficking in Persons: Perspectives from the Canadian 
Community Sector, 2, 2006, http://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/pi/rs/rep-rap/2006/rr06_03/rr06_03.pdf 
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such as Thailand, Cambodia, Malaysia, Vietnam, South Korea, Russia and Ukraine.19 Information 

reported by non-governmental organizations also found that some victims have entered Canada legally 

only to be ―unlawfully exploited in agriculture and domestic servitude‖.20  

Human trafficking victims are brought into Canada because it is still profitable. Canada‘s 

Criminal Intelligence Service has conducted investigations that estimate domestic sex traffickers earn 

an average of $280,000 annually from every victim under their control.21 

Human trafficking within Canada is an issue of critical importance. The RCMP reports that 

domestic trafficking victims are mostly recruited through the Internet or by an acquaintance. Victims are 

groomed, manipulated and coerced to enter the sex trade.22 Young aboriginal women are being 

particularly affected. A 2007 report issued to the Canadian government stated concerns that aboriginal 

women are ―at greater risk of becoming victims of trafficking within and outside Canada‖ due to the high 

number of missing persons reports filed for aboriginal women.23  

In order to determine how to respond to trafficking into and within Canada, an understanding of 

the current situation in Canada, and factors that may be abetting the continuation of human trafficking 

exploitation processes in Canada is essential. This includes an examination of existing  legislation, 

decisions of the courts, and other identifiable elements of our society that are associated with forced 

labour and sexual exploitation.  

Forced Labour and Human Trafficking in Canada  
 
 The number of ―Temporary Foreign Workers‖ entering Canada has been on the rise since 

2004.24 Labour laws can be complicated in Canada, with some sectors being federally governed and 

                                                 
19

 U.S Department of State, supra note 14 at 86. 
20

 Ibid. 
21

 Invisible chains book, http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/arts/books/article1758620.ece  
22

 Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Human Trafficking in Canada, March 2010, Unclassified, 2. 
23

  Yasmin Ratansi, Turning Outrage into Action to Address Trafficking for the Purpose of Sexual Exploitation in Canada, 
(Report of the Standing Committee on the Status of Women)(39

th
 Parliament, 1

st
 Session, 2007), 9. 

24
 RCMP, supra note 1 at 31.  

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/arts/books/article1758620.ece
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others being provincially governed, and migrants who come to Canada ―can be particularly susceptible 

to exploitative work conditions.‖25 Labour exploitation is a significant problem for newly immigrated 

Canadians, and the situation is particularly grave for individuals trafficked into forced labour. 

 The RCMP has been instrumental in uncovering information about human trafficking in Canada, 

discovering what tactics are being used to deceive and lure victims into forced labour. RCMP 

investigations have found that many trafficked victims are exploited as ―domestic helpers,‖ in most 

cases being exploited by ―individuals or family units who are taking advantage of foreign nationals for 

personal gain‖ as opposed to organized crime groups, while only compensating victims between $0 to 

$600 a month.26 The situation for female domestic helpers is especially dire, as one investigation 

uncovered that ―[u]pon arrival, the women were forced to work long hours for very little or no pay. Their 

employers exercised extreme control over them, utilizing threats, isolation, and high supervision to 

ensure compliance. The workers‘ reliance on their employers made them easy to control.‖27  

 Another concern is ―Third Party Agency Exploitation‖, in which agencies exploit foreign workers 

under the ―Temporary Foreign Worker‖ program, promoting false job opportunities and leaving 

individuals ―jobless, defrauded for the services paid to these recruiters and bound to a work visa that 

was issued to a nonexistent job.‖28 There are no regulations in place for the operation of third party 

agencies, and many are able to function despite criminal allegations, or reorganize to function under a 

new entity after questions arise.29 In some circumstances, companies use third party agencies to help 

with the process of hiring foreign workers, only to discover that the individuals they have hired were 

forced to pay extensive fees and incur a large amount of debt under threat of jeopardizing their 

potential job opportunity.30 Throughout their investigations, the RCMP has found ―that employers were 

                                                 
25

 Ibid. 
26

 Ibid at 32. 
27

 Ibid at 33. 
28

 Ibid at 32. 
29

 Ibid at 33. 
30

 Ibid at 34. 
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mostly supportive of their foreign workers and cooperative with police. Most workers were adamant that 

they had no complaints against their place of work, and in fact were treated well, with some Canadian 

businesses owners making complaints on their behalf.‖31 

 There are many cases of forced labour  that reflect no element of  trafficking per se, but with 

forced labour becoming more common, or at least better known in Canada, it is important that each 

individual circumstance is investigated carefully. Still, these investigations are complicated by our 

current legal structure, as circumstances that may appear to be trafficking are considered in law to be 

simply issues of ―fraud and misrepresentation.‖32 For example,  

―Filipino live-in caregivers recruited from Asia and the Middle East were found to arrive in 
Canada only to find that jobs initially promised to them by the placement agency were 
unavailable. After having paid thousands of dollars for legitimate placements, these skilled 
workers found themselves without a job or means to live. Due to the fact that work visas are 
only valid for the exact job for which it was issued, the foreign workers were also in violation of 
their immigration status as they were illegitimately employed or unemployed. The workers were 
certainly recruited under false means but the case was unfounded for other elements of human 
trafficking under the Criminal Code.‖33 
 

Unfortunately, human trafficking laws in Canada are not very broad, and elements of fraud and 

deception, such as in the case study above, are not strong enough to prosecute exploiters with human 

trafficking convictions under the Criminal Code, meaning they could only be charged under the IRPA.   

 Canada‘s first labour trafficking case was brought forward in October 2010, ―involving 10 

defendants accused of subjecting 19 Hungarian Roma victims to forced labour in their construction 

business and stealing the victims‘ social assistance money.‖34 According to documents from the 

Immigration and Refugee Board, the organization charged has been in existence since 2001, so it is 

                                                 
31

 Ibid at 35. 
32

 Ibid at 36. 
33

 Ibid. 
34

 U.S Department of State: Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons, Trafficking in Persons Report 2011 
(Washington D.C., USA)(June 2011),  113-114. 
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possible that there are or have been other victims.35 The proceedings in this case were ongoing at the 

time of this report. 

 Although it is primarily federal and provincial legislation that is used in Canada to charge 

individuals with labour exploitation, international law can be an important framework for how that 

legislation is applied. Canada is one of only nine countries which have not yet ratified ILO Convention 

no. 29 on Forced Labour, which requires that ―Each Member of the International Labour Organisation 

which ratifies this Convention undertakes to suppress the use of forced or compulsory labour in all its 

forms within the shortest possible period.‖36 Whether ratification would change the legal structure on 

forced labour is debatable, however ratifying such a document could provide leverage in dealing with 

labour trafficking cases to ensure that they are dealt with in a timely manner. 

 While it is clear that human trafficking for the purpose of forced labour occurs in Canada, 

because of the lack of both focus and streamlining in our legal structure, many complaints have been 

framed as a different legal issue.  

Sex Trafficking in Canada  
 
 Canada has been identified as a ―source, transit and destination country‖ for sex trafficking.37 It 

is a source country for sex trafficking in that there are Canadian citizens who travel to other countries to 

―engage in child sex tourism,‖ or sex tourism, the latest example being a Canadian man who was 

recently sentenced to 11 years in jail for sexually abusing girls in Cambodia and Columbia.38 Canada 

has also been found to be a transit country, for example, for many South Korean women who have 

been trafficked through Canada to the United States, as well as women of other nationalities and from 

                                                 
35

 Nicole O’Reilly, “Roma: We are victims of human trafficking”, The Spectator (June 5, 2010), Retrieved from Canadian 
Newsstand Database, July 18, 2011. 
36

 ILO, supra note 5. 
37

 U.S Department of State: Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons, Trafficking in Persons Reports 2008-2011. 
38

 U.S Department of State, supra note 32 at 115. 
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other countries.39 Finally, Canada is a destination country for tourists from the United States and other 

countries who travel to Canada and engage in sexual activities with human trafficking victims.40 It is 

also a destination country for women and children who are trafficked into Canada for exploitation in the 

commercial sex trade. It is essential that Canada take firm measures to address the trafficking of 

people into, across and within our borders.  

The methods employed by those who traffic people for the purpose of forced labour and sexual 

exploitation are quite similar. Traffickers are skilled in manipulation, and sometimes even use 

―legitimate‖ avenues. For example, Canada issues ―exotic dancer permits‖ or ―exotic dancer visas‖, 

which have been used as a means for traffickers to get women into the country for the purpose of 

entering into the ―adult entertainment industry‖, however there have been instances where these have 

been used to facilitate human trafficking.41 Human traffickers know how to manipulate the regulations 

and laws in their favour, work around structures and systems in place, and hide the exploitation of their 

victims.  

It is worth noting that the Government‘s Safe Streets and Communities Act, introduced in 

September 2011, contains a provision that will be helpful in preventing some forms of human trafficking. 

The amendment would allow immigration officers to evaluate work placements in order to ensure they 

are not fronts for sex trafficking or forced labour, with the aim of protecting foreign nationals who are at 

risk of being subjected to humiliating or degrading treatment, including sexual exploitation42. This 

measure will be helpful in addressing the practice of trafficking through ‗legitimate‘, government-issued 

work permits. 

                                                 
39

 Ibid at 114. 
40

 Ibid at 113. 
41

 U.S Department of State, supra note 14 at 87. 
U.S Department of State: Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons, Trafficking in Persons Report 2009 
(Washington D.C., USA)(June 2009), 100.   
42

 Bill C-10, An Act to enact the Justice for Victims of Terrorism Act and to amend the State Immunity Act, the Criminal Code, 
the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act, the Corrections and Conditional Release Act, the Youth Criminal Justice Act, the 
Immigration and Refugee Protection Act and other Acts, Part 5, subsections 1.2-1.4, page 100. Printed at First Reading, 
September 20, 2011. 
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The RCMP has been diligent in addressing claims of sex trafficking, or human trafficking for 

some purpose of sexual exploitation. However, one recurring barrier to many investigations is the fear 

victims have of acting as witnesses – they commonly fear that they or their family members will suffer 

retaliation from their accused exploiters.43 Victims also frequently suffer intense feelings of shame, and 

suffer from emotional instability. For example, 

In a recent human trafficking investigation, a witness found in a bawdy house had informally 
admitted that she was deceptively recruited overseas to work as an esthetician. However, to 
give an official statement about her experience proved to be too emotionally overwhelming. She 
was fearful that her compliance with police would expose her involvement in prostitution and 
cause harm to her family. In 2008, in the investigation of an escort agency in Toronto, law 
enforcement was successful in locating several escort providers who admitted to elements of 
being trafficked but were too fearful of their employer to cooperate or speak on record.44 
 

  People who are trafficked are most often in extremely vulnerable or precarious situations, and 

there could be numerous reasons why they may fear escaping exploitation, ranging from fear of 

financial and safety repercussions to a lack of knowledge about Canada‘s legal mechanisms or how to 

properly advocate for themselves. Another challenge is that many suffer symptoms of ―Stockholm 

Syndrome‖ which refers to ―the development of positive feelings towards their abuser and negative 

feelings towards authorities attempting to rescue them from a life of exploitation and victimization.‖45 

Victims of human trafficking are subjected to continuous manipulation and control, the psychological 

effects of which can prevent many individuals from seeking the justice they deserve. 

 Despite the fact that many victims do not fully cooperate with police investigations, claims of sex 

trafficking and exploitation are being brought forward. Unfortunately, under the current legal structure, 

justice is not always achieved. For example, in June of 2007, ―a British Columbia court dismissed 

trafficking charges in a landmark IRPA case filed against a massage parlour owner. Although the 

defendant was convicted of related crimes such as managing a ‗bawdy house‘ and pimping; he was 

                                                 
43

 RCMP, supra note 1 at 38. 
44

 Ibid.  
45

 Ibid at 39. 
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sentenced to just 15 months in jail.‖46 In February 2010, there were 32 human trafficking cases before 

the courts, ―involving 40 accused trafficking offenders and 46 victims. All but one of these cases 

involved sex trafficking.‖47 By February of 2011 there were a minimum of 46 human trafficking cases, 

with ―68 accused trafficking offenders and 80 victims.‖48 In the last 2 years, 7 individuals have been 

charged with human trafficking, as well as ―living off the proceeds of prostitution and sexual assault.‖49 

 As discussed earlier, many victims of sex trafficking do not cooperate in investigations for fear of 

repercussions from the accused, whether it be for their own personal safety, or the safety of their 

family. However for those who do the federal government and some provinces, including Quebec, 

Ontario, British Columbia and Manitoba, offer witness protection programs.  There is, however, 

according to reports conducted by the United States State Department, no released information on how 

many individuals have used this service.50  

 The legal landscape is required to adapt and adjust as we learn more about the realities and 

complexities of sex trafficking. Recent changes to legislation are helping and ongoing evaluation of 

situations now more apparent could affect how charges are laid in the future.  

In June 2010, a private member‘s bill on child trafficking was passed by Canada‘s Parliament, 

―establishing a five year mandatory minimum penalty of life imprisonment when the offense involves 

kidnapping, aggravated assault, or aggravated sexual assault.‖51 This was a positive and necessary 

step in the fight against human trafficking. 

Another development that will have importance implications for human trafficking in Canada is a 

decision by an Ontario Superior Court Justice who ruled Canada‘s prostitution laws were 

                                                 
46

 U.S Department of State, supra note 14 at 86. 
47

 U.S Department of State: Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons, Trafficking in Persons Report 2010, 
(Washington D.C., USA)(June 2010), 105. 
48

 U.S Department of State, supra note 32 at 114. 
49

 Ibid.  
50

 Ibid at 115. 
51

 Ibid at 114. 
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unconstitutional. If upheld, this decision could significantly impact police efforts to detect and charge 

traffickers as prosecutors currently make use of three of the ―prostitution-related‖ provisions when 

charging individuals with sex trafficking.52 The Federal and Ontario governments appealed the decision 

to the Ontario Court of Appeal in June 2011, and at the time of this writing, the Court of Appeal‘s 

decision is pending.    

Recommendations  

A. Legal Framework  
 
Human trafficking is an issue that calls for deliberate, coordinated action. This action is required 

both in Canada and around the world. Canada, although meeting the minimum guidelines on human 

trafficking as required by its commitments at the United Nations, is still considered to be a source, 

transit, and destination country for human trafficking. The United Nations Economic and Social Council 

(UNESC), in ―Recommended Principles and Guidelines on Human Rights and Human Trafficking‖ 

stressed the importance of an adequate legal framework, stating that ―[t]he lack of specific and/or 

adequate legislation on trafficking at the national level has been identified as one of the major obstacles 

in the fight against trafficking.‖53 It is important that Canada‘s legal framework align with the ―3 P‘s‖: 

prevention, prosecution and protection; as well as align with current international legal definitions and 

conventions.54  

Additional legislative initiatives will be required for Canada to meet the objectives of preventing 

human trafficking, prosecuting traffickers, and protecting victims and those who are vulnerable to 

exploitation. As stated in several UN and the US Department of State reports, Canada does meet the 
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minimum requirements necessary for these objectives, however, we make the following 

recommendations to more effectively and efficiently combat human trafficking on Canadian soil.  

Recommendation 1: Ratify ILO Convention No. 29 

 At the time of writing, Canada has not ratified ILO Convention No. 29, which states that ―[e]ach 

Member of the International Labour Organisation which ratifies this Convention undertakes to suppress 

the use of forced or compulsory labour in all its forms within the shortest possible period.‖55 Canada is a 

party to ILO Convention 182 Concerning the Prohibition and Immediate Action for the Elimination of the 

Worst forms of Child Labor, however women and men are also subject to forced labour and trafficked 

for this purpose.56  

 Section 279.4 of the Criminal Code, in reference to the provisions on human trafficking, 

highlights,  

―For the purposes of sections 279.01 to 279.03, a person exploits another person if they (a) 
cause them to provide, or offer to provide, labour or a service by engaging in conduct that, 
in all the circumstances, could reasonably be expected to cause the other person to believe that 
their safety or the safety of a person known to them would be threatened if they failed to 
provide, or offer to provide, the labour or service.‖57 (emphasis added) 

Therefore, there is already some alignment with the principles of ILO Convention No. 29, yet in 

the IRPA Section 117-121 (in reference to Human Smuggling and Trafficking), there is no reference to 

forced labour as a form of exploitation for trafficked victims. Ratifying ILO Convention No. 29 would be 

one step toward ensuring that victims who are trafficked and exploited for forced labour are able to 

obtain justice, as well as encouraging further alignment of national legislation with this international 

provision. 
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Recommendation 2: Reference to Exploitation in the IRPA 

 Canada has ratified the UN Trafficking Protocol, which recommends that legislation be created 

or amended to ―define an offence of trafficking in persons along the lines of the definition contained in 

the Protocol.‖58 This definition was outlined at the beginning of the report, but to summarize, the 

protocol states: ―trafficking in persons shall mean the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or 

receipt of persons… for the purpose of exploitation.‖59 

 Canada‘s Criminal Code definition aligns with the UN protocol, defining human trafficking as an 

activity where ―[e]very person who recruits, transports, transfers, receives, holds, conceals or harbours 

a person, or exercises control, direction or influence over the movements of a person, for the purpose 

of exploiting them or facilitating their exploitation is guilty of an indictable offence and liable.‖60 

 However, the IRPA defines ―trafficking in persons‖ in paragraph 118 as an activity in which ―No 

person shall knowingly organize the coming into Canada of one or more persons by means of 

abduction, fraud, deception or use or threat of force or coercion.‖61 Sexual exploitation, work conditions, 

bodily harm, and whether the activity garnered profit are only considered aggravating factors.62  

As a result, the definition of human trafficking within the IRPA does not currently align with 

international protocol, and therefore the Criminal Code and IRPA have conflicting criteria as to what 

constitutes human trafficking. This has led to confusion in human trafficking investigations, as the IRPA 

focuses on deception and fraud, while the Criminal Code focuses on exploitation.63 Investigations have 

tended to focus on one piece of legislation or the other,64 which has meant that the entirety of the 

definition of human trafficking as outlined by the UN Protocol is not being fully enforced in Canada. In 
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order to prevent this from continuing, we strongly suggest that the definitions of ‗trafficking in persons‘ 

in the IRPA and the Criminal Code  be consistent and aligned with international standards, for the 

purpose of providing an adequate legal framework for the coordination of investigations and 

prosecutions. 

Recommendation 3: Pass Bill C-310  

Bill C-310, An Act to amend the Criminal Code (trafficking in persons), does two important 

things that will be significant for addressing and fighting trafficking both in Canada and abroad. First, it 

adds to the offence of trafficking to the offences committed outside Canada for which Canadian citizens 

or permanent residents may face prosecution in Canada.  

The Bill also amends section 279.04 to add factors that the Court may consider when 

determining what constitutes exploitation, including use or threatened use of violence, use or 

threatened use of force, use or threatened use of another form of coercion and use of fraudulent 

misrepresentation or other fraudulent means.65  

Recommendation 4: Reform Prostitution Legislation  

 One of the UN recommendations for increasing the effectiveness of prosecution of traffickers is 

to implement, or amend, legislation to a standard that is ―victim friendly‖.66 In the arena of sex 

trafficking, this is extremely important as many who are taken advantage of and forced into prostitution 

are fearful of testifying due to the possibility of criminal charges against themselves.67 The Evangelical 

Fellowship of Canada released a report entitled ―Selling Ourselves: Prostitution in Canada, Where are 

we Headed?‖ in April 2010, which focused on the ‗Swedish‘ or ‗Nordic‘ model of prostitution law; noting 

that it has proven to have a positive impact in society, particularly in addressing human trafficking for 
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the purpose of sexual exploitation.68 The recommendations from Selling Ourselves are outlined in 

Appendix A of this report. 

―The Swedish law was controversial when it was enacted in 1999, because it challenges and 
criminalizes an age-old male right to look at women‘s bodies as if they were goods to be bought 
and sold. The law cannot be understood without a perspective on Sweden‘s equal opportunity 
policy in recent decades. Many years of discussions and work for women‘s rights are the basis 
for the current legislation. In a gender-equal society, men do not regard women as 
merchandise.‖69  
 

The Swedish legislation takes a different approach to prostitution than what is currently in place 

in Canada by decriminalizing the ‗seller‘, whom the legislation views as a victim of exploitation, and 

penalizing only the ‗buyers‘ (―john‖ or solicitor of prostitution services) and ‗managers‘ (pimps and 

traffickers). The Swedish government took the view that there is no such thing as voluntary prostitution 

– that it is always an enforced activity, and therefore the prostituted woman is to be treated as a victim, 

not as a criminal. In Sweden, prostitution is not considered a safe or legal form of work, but rather is 

viewed as only and ever a form of violence and exploitation against women, and therefore the goal was 

to take steps to abolish prostitution in Sweden. They recognized that to do this, they would have to 

target the demand for purchase of sexual services. Men – the primary purchasers of services from 

sexually exploited women and children – charged under the law are subject to possible imprisonment 

and steep fines, which are geared to the ―financial status‖ of the convicted individual, so that the 

punitive effect is consistently experienced regardless of the economic standing of the convicted 

individual.70 The law, as translated into English, states,  

―A person who obtains casual sexual relations in exchange for payment shall be sentenced—
unless the act is punishable under the Swedish Penal Code—for the purchase of sexual 
services to a fine or imprisonment for at most six months. Attempt to purchase sexual services 
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is punishable under Chapter 23 of the Swedish Penal Code.‖71 
 

This legislation was the first of its kind to have implemented the section of the Palermo Protocol 

that addresses the demand for purchase of sexual services.72 According to an independent ten year 

review of the law that was commissioned by the Government of Sweden, since the introduction of the 

ban, rates of street prostitution have been more than halved, and this reduction is considered to be a 

direct result of the criminalization of sex purchases. Another study notes that at the time the law was 

passed, there were roughly 2,500 street prostitutes in Sweden and by 2004, that number was less than 

500.73 Prior to the ban, rates of street prostitution were about the same in the capital cities of Norway, 

Denmark and Sweden. But while Sweden has seen a marked reduction in street prostitution since the 

change in law, the number of women in street prostitution increased dramatically in both Norway and 

Denmark.74 This conclusion is supported by the immediate, dramatic reduction in street prostitution 

seen in Norway when, in January, 2009 it became the second country to adopt the ‗Nordic‘ model.  

 Many sources claim that the number of women trafficked into Sweden has sharply declined, 

while other suggest the number hovers around 500 per year. The trafficking of 500 women remains 

significant, but it is important to consider the statistics of Sweden‘s neighbours, who have had much 

different results. Countries such as Finland and Denmark, where the purchase of sexual services is not 

prohibited, have seen sharp increases in the number of foreign women trafficked in to the sex trade. 

75In The Netherlands, where prostitution is legalized, prostitution is a $ 1 billion industry, with one of the 
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consequences being a large demand for trafficked women for the purpose of sexual exploitation.76 The 

results are staggering; ―the percentage of prostitutes in the Netherlands who are actually Dutch has 

been decreasing from 95 percent in 1960 to an estimated 20 percent in 1999. Of the 80 percent of 

foreign-born prostitutes that are believed to be working in the Netherlands, 70 percent are 

undocumented and unlicensed.‖77 The Netherlands legalized prostitution in 2000, a decision that could 

not have had a more negative effect on the intended reduction of prostitution, child prostitution, human 

trafficking and organized crime rates:  

―One year after the legalization of brothels came into effect in the Netherlands, eight Dutch 
victim support organizations reported an influx of the number of trafficking victims. Not only did 
human trafficking rates increase significantly, but the legalization of brothels also brought with it 
an increase in child prostitution. ChildRight, an Amsterdam-based organization, estimated that 
child prostitution rates skyrocketed, nearly quadrupling between 1996 and 2001. In 1996, it was 
recorded that 4,000 children were in the sex trade, compared to the astounding 15,000 children 
in 2001. At least 5,000 of these children were estimated to have been trafficked from other 
countries, the majority coming from Nigeria.‖78 
 

In 2003, the Amsterdam City Council decided to shut down the tolerance zones in hopes of 

increasing the safety of prostituted women. The Mayor at the time was quoted as saying that the 

reasoning behind this decision was that prostitution in Amsterdam was a ‗devil‘s dilemma‘, as it 

‗appeared impossible to create a safe and controllable zone for women that was not open to abuse by 

organized crime.‘ It has been demonstrated in countries where prostitution has been legalized that 

when legalization occurs, the sex industry and sex tourism expand. The demand for sexual services 

skyrockets and the need to provide ever more women‘s bodies at a lower cost to buyers drives rates of 

sex trafficking up.  

A simple comparison of the legalisation of prostitution in the Netherlands to the model of 

prostitution in Sweden illustrates the impact that different prostitution laws can have on trafficking for 
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the purpose of sexual exploitation. According to Sweden‘s National Criminal Police, it is clear that the 

ban on the purchase of sexual services acts as a barrier to human traffickers and procurers who are 

considering establishing themselves in Sweden.79 It is clear in evidence from the Netherlands and other 

countries that have adopted a liberal approach to prostitution laws that if there is intent to reduce rates 

of human trafficking into and within Canada, then it is more logistically sound to pursue reform that is 

similar to that which has been implemented in Sweden. 

Under Canada‘s current legal structure, prostitution itself is legal to some extent, yet the many 

activities associated with it are not.80 However, in light of the recent challenges to these laws, in Ontario 

and with another proceeding in British Columbia, Canada is at a crossroads,81 and the decisions made 

will have a major impact, either positive or negative, on sex trafficking. It is our recommendation that 

Canada implement legislation similar to that of Sweden as a critical next step toward eliminating the 

violence and hardships associated with both prostitution and sex trafficking. Other countries such as 

Norway, Iceland, and Israel have implemented or are pursuing the Swedish model, which has become 

recognized worldwide as an acceptable and effective solution, despite the many cultural and 

geographical differences of the nations that have implemented it.  

B. National Strategy 

A repeated recommendation to Canada in the United States‘ Department of State reports on 

―Trafficking in Persons‖ has been to ―strengthen coordination among national and provincial 

governments on law enforcement and victim services, in part by adopting a national strategy to combat 

human trafficking.‖82 Members of Parliament such as Joy Smith and Yasmin Ratansi have also made 
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recommendations to the government, Smith in ―Connecting the Dots‖83 which offers a number of strong 

recommendations for a ―Canadian National Action Plan‖ (listed in Appendix B of this report) and 

Ratansi in a report to the Standing Committee on the Status of Women concerning trafficking for the 

purposes of sexual exploitation.84 

We affirm the recommendations of MPs Smith and Ratansi, and offer some additional 

recommendations for a national strategy in Canada‘s efforts to combat human trafficking. While this list 

is not exhaustive, it highlights areas that are in need of increased coordination or steps that have been 

taken and require continuing evaluation. We also emphasize that, in order for a national strategy to be 

most effective, the recommendations for the legal framework should be implemented as part of a larger 

action plan or strategy.  

Recommendation 5: Mandate of IWGTIP 

 The Interdepartmental Working Group on Trafficking in Persons (IWGTIP) currently consists of 

17 different governmental departments: Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA), Canadian Heritage, 

Canadian International Development Agency, Criminal Intelligence Service Canada, Citizenship and 

Immigration Canada, Department of Justice Canada, Department of National Defence, Department of 

Foreign Affairs and International Trade, Health Canada, Human Resources and Skills Development 

Canada, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Passport Canada, Public Prosecution Service of Canada, 

Public Safety Canada, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Statistics Canada and Status of Women 

Canada.85 

 As stated by Canada‘s Department of Justice, ―the Working Group strengthens the 

Government's response by developing policies, exchanging information, and facilitating cooperation. 
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This enables the government to undertake targeted efforts that enable the sharing of resources and 

avoid duplication.‖86 These objectives are commendable, and have been instrumental to the successes 

Canada has experienced in dealing with the issue of human trafficking. However, officially creating a 

mandate for the IWGTIP to recommend steps to help develop a national strategy that involves 

coordinating the aforementioned activities could be key both in terms of Canada being a leading 

combatant against human trafficking, as well as for increasing the capacities  of both government  and 

non-governmental agencies to be successful in their efforts to address trafficking. Exploring 

recommendations for the development of a national strategy on human trafficking would align with the 

mandate of the IWGTIP, and we recommend that this be pursued. 

Recommendation 6: Coordination of Law Enforcement Agencies 

The RCMP, the CBSA, provincial and municipal police forces are all instrumental in 

investigating claims of human trafficking. The RCMP and CBSA investigate IRPA offences and the 

provincial and municipal police (at the time of writing, in some provinces and municipalities the relevant 

police force contracted to provide these services is the RCMP) investigate Criminal Code offences.87 

The RCMP will only investigate Criminal Code offences when their services have been requested.88 As 

a result, different police forces have different areas of jurisdiction, which can complicate both 

investigations and prosecutions. Therefore, a municipal or provincial police unit may investigate and 

find that an offence has occurred under the IRPA, but then have to go through the process of notifying 

the CBSA and the RCMP. If the investigating officer does not have adequate training in regard to 

human trafficking, he or she could mistakenly conclude that since an offence has not occurred under 

the Criminal Code, nothing has occurred. As stated in the United States Department of State 2009 TIP 
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Report, ―law enforcement efforts reportedly suffer from a lack of coordination between the national 

government, and provincial and local authorities, which prosecuted most human trafficking cases.‖89 

In 2005, a document entitled ―Human Trafficking: Reference Guide for Canadian Law 

Enforcement‖ was published as a result of cooperation between the RCMP, United Nations Office on 

Drugs and Crime, and the International Centre for Criminal Law Reform and Criminal Justice Policy.90 If 

it has not been already, this document should be distributed outside the RCMP to the CBSA and to 

provincial and municipal police forces in an effort to properly educate and coordinate the various 

Canadian police forces‘ knowledge about and response to human trafficking.  

It is our hope that if recommendation 2 above (Reference to Exploitation in the IRPA) is 

implemented, that there would also be shared jurisdiction in regard to the Criminal Code and IRPA 

allowing increased coordination and dialogue among police forces during human trafficking 

investigations.    

Recommendation 7: Coordination of Assistance of Victims 

 A recurring recommendation from the United States TIP reports is that Canada ―provide greater 

protection and services for foreign trafficking victims.‖91 According to a 2011 TIP report, ―victim support 

services in Canada are generally administered at a provincial level. There were no dedicated facilities 

or specialized programs for trafficking victims.‖92 The majority of services are provided by NGOs, 

however there are ―no formal systems for referring trafficking victims to care institutions; rather officials 

relied on ad hoc practices.‖93 

 Whether the required services for trafficking victims are provided at a federal or provincial level 

or through an NGO or other agency is not of significance (as long as the necessary services are 
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provided). However, the existence of a framework or formal system which contains a database of 

recommended services is of utmost importance to the success of a national strategy to combat human 

trafficking. In 2004, the IOM ―issued a set of minimum standards concerning mental health care for 

trafficked persons.‖94 Canada requires a strategy that will properly coordinate services for victims of 

trafficking, in order that trafficked people can receive necessary assistance to deal with the complex 

and critical issues and challenges to be addressed for recovery.  

Recommendation 8: Coordination of Research and Data Collection 

 The 17 government agencies that comprise the IWGTIP are all instrumental in compiling data 

for the purposes of developing policies, exchanging information, and facilitating cooperation. These 

efforts need to be continued, strengthened and better coordinated under the framework of a national 

strategy. Partnerships with non-governmental organizations, other national government departments 

and international organizations are also encouraged as part of efforts to coordinate the multiple 

components necessary for a national strategy. 

 Research and data collection for a national strategy should include reports focussing on 

regional patterns and specific countries, identifying the circumstances that cause individuals to be 

vulnerable to traffickers, information on traffickers and the techniques they use to deceive, intimidate 

and exploit, the number of trafficked persons, and reports that ―monitor, evaluate and assess the impact 

of prevention and rehabilitation efforts.‖95 Particular attention should also be paid to the large numbers 

of missing and murdered aboriginal women, with careful investigation into what role trafficking might be 

playing in their disappearances. 
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Recommendation 9: Coordination on reducing “Internal” Human Trafficking 

 The Standing Committee on the Status of Women in Canada report ―Turning Outrage into 

Action to Address Trafficking for the Purpose of Sexual Exploitation in Canada‖ addressed concerns 

about the conditions on Canadian aboriginal reserves which have led to the trafficking of aboriginal 

women for the purposes of sexual exploitation.96 

 A national strategy will need to include a clear, strong focus on the domestic trafficking of 

persons in Canada. As part of this focus, it is recommended that consideration be given to a national 

inquiry into the disappearance of over 500 first nations‘ women. 97   

Recommendation 10: Coordination of Educational and Awareness Efforts 

  MP Joy Smith, in ―Connecting the Dots,‖ recommends the ―creation and implementation of an 

extensive public awareness campaign‖ that would educate the ―general public on human trafficking‖ 

and ―educate the public on the steps the federal government has taken.‖98 The Government‘s Blue 

Blindfold campaign was an important beginning in this regard, and could be used a foundation for a 

more comprehensive and deliberate campaign.99It is strongly recommended that there be training and 

education provided to all police forces, emergency services personnel, immigration officials and border 

services staff about human trafficking, what they should be watching for and how to respond 

appropriately if they suspect trafficking is occurring.   

Recommendation 11: Coordination through Bilateral Agreements 

 

 Another recommended component for a national strategy is an increased coordination and 

cooperation with other nations through bilateral and multilateral agreements. The United States and 
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Canada currently cooperate in many avenues such as the Canada-U.S Cross Border Forum, Integrated 

Border Enforcement Teams, Integrated Border Intelligence teams, the Shared Border Accord (SBA), 

the Smart Borders and Security and Prosperity Partnership of North America, The North American 

Agreement on Labor Cooperation, and through joint operations in rescuing human trafficking victims.100  

 The continuation and strengthening of these efforts is encouraged. Similar bilateral and 

multilateral agreements with other countries and continuing cooperation with the United States could 

have a significant impact on human trafficking in Canada and worldwide.  

Conclusion 
 
 The Evangelical Fellowship of Canada commends the Government of Canada for efforts made 

to date to combat human trafficking and calls on the government to continue to strengthen anti-human 

trafficking efforts through the reformation of legislation and the creation of a national strategy. The work 

of the RCMP and other government agencies has been instrumental in combatting the efforts of human 

traffickers; however, improvements could be achieved through a national mandate that increases the 

coordination and capacity of these efforts. It is hoped that the Government of Canada will consider and 

assess the recommendations listed in this report, as well as recommendations from other experts in the 

field of human trafficking with the aim of increasing Canada‘s efficiency in obtaining justice for trafficked 

persons and abolishing the scourge of the 21st century slave trade.  
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Appendix A: Recommendations of the Evangelical Fellowship of Canada 

Selling Ourselves: Prostitution in Canada – where are we headed? (April 2010) 

 

The Evangelical Fellowship of Canada recommends that the Government of Canada adopt the 
following measures, which seek to both eradicate the sex trade and reduce rates of human trafficking 
across and within our borders: 

1. Follow in Sweden‘s footsteps by adopting a clear abolitionist standpoint focusing on the 
punishment and prosecution of purchasers of sexual services 

2. Redefine the societal and legal conception of ‗prostitution‘ and recognize that it is, at its core, a 
violent form of abuse towards, and exploitation of, vulnerable women, children and men. 

3. Enact legislation which sets out harsh penalties for those who purchase sexual services 
(thereby curbing demand) while providing opportunity for support and after-care resources for 
prostitutes who desire to exit the sex trade. 

4. Draft clear and unambiguous legislation to accomplish these purposes and provide the financial 
resources to ensure implementation of legislation and effective enforcement. 

5. Understand that departure from the sex trade is a long and challenging process which often 
entails multiple attempts. Familial, peer and community support systems, support funds for 
education and aftercare must be accessible to better reintegrate those wanting to leave 
prostitution. 
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Appendix B: Recommendations from “Connecting the Dots”, MP Joy Smith  

 

1. Review and amend immigration regulations and policy to provide effective counter human 
trafficking point of entry services 

2. Develop and implement a tailored strategy within the National Action Plan to address trafficking 
of First Nations women and children 

3. Use diplomatic protocols to promote regional and international partnerships and policies to 
combat human trafficking and child sexual exploitation 

4. Develop policies and regulations to combat forced labour and child labour abroad 
5. Limit and monitor the international travel of convicted Canadian child sex offenders 
6. Creation and implementation of an extensive public awareness campaign 
7. Provide adequate funding for NGOs to deliver care, counselling, shelter and assistance to 

victims 
8. Develop and implement federal policy to assist international victims of human trafficking to 

return to their country of origin 
9. Develop a National Referral Mechanism to provide rapid connection to points of service 
10. Create an independent National Rapporteur for Human Trafficking 
11. Review and amend Canada‘s solicitation legislation 
12. Commit to additional resources for the training and education of judges, prosecutors and law 

enforcement on human trafficking legislation 
13. Review and implement legislation as necessary to ensure that all forms of human trafficking are 

denounced under Canadian law, and 
14. Facilitate the creation of regional human trafficking task forces. 
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Appendix C: Previous Recommendations of the EFC 

Human Trafficking: A Report on Modern Day Slavery in Canada (April 2009) 

The Evangelical Fellowship of Canada supports existing initiatives of the government of Canada and 
encourages greater steps to bring an end to trafficking in Canada in all its form and wherever it is 
found. 

The most effective strategy for action against human trafficking targets 3 specific areas: preventing 
human trafficking, prosecuting traffickers, and protecting victims of trafficking.  

Prevention 

 Raising public awareness in the source countries 

The Canadian government should be commended for the continued commitment to supporting 
developing countries in raising public awareness of trafficking in their communities. This commitment 
should be continued, but also targeted in the immediate future to raising awareness about how the 
upcoming Olympics present a trafficking risk for many vulnerable people. 

 Raising awareness at the destination 

More can be done to raise public awareness of the dangers of trafficking to people who are at high risk 
and also to the general public. One lesson from the German experience has shown that a national 
public awareness campaign that informs people at risk of being trafficked and also educates the 
general public about trafficking and how to recognize it is a positive and effective prevention strategy. 
The Canadian government should support efforts by NGOs and faith-based organizations such as The 
Salvation Army who are planning a public awareness campaign with posters, brochures and bulletins 
for the general public as well as training for frontline workers in how to identify victims of trafficking.101 

 Regulating and diminishing the demand for exploitation 

Many countries have targeted industries or sectors that are unregulated and open to abuse in an effort 
to prevent trafficking by reducing the demand for exploitation. Following the examples of Sweden and 
the US, Canada could do more to focus on one of the most common areas of exploitation: prostitution. 
Further studies and action in regard to the links between prostitution and human trafficking in Canada 
would be especially recommended.  

Prosecution 

The Canadian government has made good steps towards creating a legal framework that criminalizes 
human trafficking by enacting IRPA section 118, and section 279 of the Criminal Code, but the EFC 
believes that more is needed. 

 Enact Bill C268, An act to amend the Criminal Code to increase the minimum sentences for 
persons who are involved in trafficking children under the age of 18 years old, put forth by 
Member of Parliament Joy Smith.102 
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Bill C-268 proposes legislation that would ensure that individuals convicted of trafficking children would 
receive minimum sentences of five years for their crime. By enacting this legislation, the Canadian 
Government would be taking a positive step to catch up with other countries that have already enacted 
similar legislation expressing that exploitation of children is unacceptable and traffickers should be 
aware of the consequences of such deplorable behaviour. 

 Support law enforcement agencies and the RCMP in nationally coordinated efforts against 
trafficking 

The RCMP created the Human Trafficking National Coordination Centre in 2005, and in 2008, the 
British Columbia Government opened the Office to Combat Trafficking in Persons.103 Both initiatives are 
necessary steps forward that should be commended. The government should support such endeavours 
and provides resources as necessary to improve specialized training of officers and agents working to 
combat trafficking in this capacity. 

 Ensure sufficient personnel in law enforcement capacity 

As taken from the German example, more police officers and frontline workers should be available 
during the Olympic Games and receive training that allows them to identify victims of trafficking and 
procedural steps to take to address those situations 

Protection 

Protecting victims of trafficking should take place in a holistic manner through a coordinated effort that 
includes civil society and law enforcement agencies in order to respond effectively and appropriately to 
the needs of trafficking victims once they have been identified. The British Columbia Office to Combat 
Trafficking in Persons has approached the responsibility of protecting victims in a manner that 
emphasizes the human rights of the victims and attempts to address their multiple needs such as 
health, housing, counselling and language needs.104 Similarly, the Canadian government should: 

 Increase support for NGOs and organizations like The Salvation Army that provide immediate 
shelter for victims, and make greater efforts to provide appropriate shelter; 

 Ensure that sensitivity to victims in situations of exploitation should be an emphasized part of 
training for law enforcement agents, immigration workers, social workers and other 
representatives of the government;  

 Include training related to undertaking risk assessments for victims in order to ensure that 
victims are not deported to inhumane conditions that support re-trafficking. 
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